Urea(H 2 O) of SR-a in Figure 1:
Standard orientation:
- 
-------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.658788 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.088625 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.058132 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.7418316 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.8231799 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.770713 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.8498415 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -300.855515 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -300.9163744 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.0460054 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.1217937 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -300.9919506 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.2552013 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.3422227 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -301.3919361 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -300.9699271 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -301.0513669 Hartree Solvent shift (FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.026208826 Hartree
OH -(H 2 O) 3 of SR-a in Figure 1:
-------------------------------------------------------------
S3
---------------------------------------------------------------
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -305.136485 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.082737 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.046521 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -305.2232863 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -305.3178539 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -305.2585016 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -305.3408226 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -304.335055 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -304.4179181 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -304.5780106 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -304.6640567 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -304.5277586 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -304.7972153 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -304.8876915 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -304.9395266 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -304.4565969 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -304.5745667 Hartree Solvent shift (FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.102735477 Hartree
TS1-a in Figure 1:
--------------------------------------------------------------Center
Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms) Number Number Type X Y 
Z -------------------------------------------------------------
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -606.760621 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.176210 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.131381 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -606.9546999 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.1303032 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.0173909 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.1761303 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.194225 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.335673 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.6246481 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.7850426 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.5217118 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -606.0519675 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -606.2277706 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -606.3282596 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -605.4308826 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -605.6307329 Hartree Solvent shift (FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.098589853 Hartree
INT-a in Figure 1:
Standard orientation: 
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -606.764021 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.177619 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.132904 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -606.9590285 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.1327711 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.0222513 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.1797663 Hartree MP2/6-31+G*//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.2026 Hartree MP2/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.3437183 Hartree MP2/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.6334224 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.7926443 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.5291594 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -606.0602964 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -606.2361584 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -606.3366558 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -605.4398944 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -605.6390958 Hartree Solvent shift (FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.09985206 Hartree TS2-a in Figure 1 : 
PC-a in Figure 1 : 
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -606.830784 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.175495 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.124539 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.0159644 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.1924929 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.0787501 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -607.2396333 Hartree MP2/6-31+G*//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.251338 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.3907138 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.6799955 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.8417192 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -605.5745467 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G Figure 2 : 
RC-b in
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.080070 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.114040 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.079467 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1947923 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.300002 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2319578 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.3320606 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.0861281 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.1688592 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.3388241 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.4349826 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.2703507 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.6013515 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377. 
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.005611 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.109005 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.077424 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1209941 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2226383 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1574688 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2552684 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.0072618 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.0935134 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.2622344 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.3582982 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.1979265 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.5284171 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.636741 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -377.6985275 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.15704 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.269324 Hartree Solvent shift(FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.027435262 Hartree
INT-b in Figure 2:
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.032094 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.116423 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.084145 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.151393 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2543431 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1891316 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2855477 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.0500814 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.133643 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.303883 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.3986501 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.2356821 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.566239 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.6752803 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -377.737549 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.20095 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.3105666 Hartree Solvent shift(FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.026951084 Hartree
TS2-b in Figure 2:
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.990490 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.111123 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.079019 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1052605 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2063285 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1419317 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2371175 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -376.9992308 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.082729 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.2521504 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.3469139 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.1869467 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.5177153 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.6266403 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -377.688824 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.1472 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.2593469 Hartree Solvent shift(FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.024781003 Hartree
PC-b in Figure 2:
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.077965 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.112921 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.073921 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1851004 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2900295 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2219705 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.3235514 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.0765602 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.1579954 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.3276847 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.4247474 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.2591867 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.5913766 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.7007441 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -377.7631784 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.2237375 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.3328632 Hartree Solvent shift(FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.020270045 Hartree
RC-c1 in Figure 3:
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.654297 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.088628 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.057575 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.7362315 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.8178901 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.7649692 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.8437875 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -300.852119 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -300.9125851 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.0427357 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.1173616 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -300.987895 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.2504068 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.337245 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -301.3868619 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -300.966275 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -301.0474908 Hartree Solvent shift(FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.027576942 Hartree
TS-c1 in Figure 3:
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.574547 Hartree
PC-c1 in Figure 3:
--------------------------------------------------------------
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms) Number Number Type X Y Z -------------------------------------------------------------
.007658 --------------------------------------------------------------
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.668719 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.089051 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.058080 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.748995 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.829324 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.7755627 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -301.8556622 Hartree
RC-c2 in Figure 3:
.227869 --------------------------------------------------------------
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.074553 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.114039 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.079295 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1888441 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2940962 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2253382 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.3250894 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.082916 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.1656207 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.3361021 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.4310027 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.2667973 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.5970224 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.7063768 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -377.76887 Hartree CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.2299549 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.3390106 Hartree Solvent shift(FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.031683881 Hartree
TS-c2 in Figure 3:
.654490 --------------------------------------------------------------
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.0019387 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.113815 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.082689 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1173079 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2216737 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.1530715 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -378.2499303 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.014833 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.0947651 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.2626508 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.3592754 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.1980749 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.5267928 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -377.63534 Hartree MP2/CBS //B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy: -377.6973395 Hartree S17 CCSD(T)/6-31++G**// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.1566416 Hartree CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ// B3LYP /6-31+G* energy: -377.2680172 Hartree Solvent shift(FPCM/0.001 au contour): -0.038507256 Hartree
PC-c2 in Figure 3:
--------------------------------------------------------------
Me 4 U(H 2 O) of SR-d in Figure 5:
.165874 ---------------------------------------------------------------
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -458.777147 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.200505 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.161277 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -458.965217 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -459.072682 Hartree B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -458.9896271 Hartree B3lYP/ aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -459.1135268 Hartree MP2/6-31+G* //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -457.486515 Hartree MP2/6-31++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -457.6057153 Hartree MP2/6-311++G** //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -457.780636 Hartree MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -457.8960512 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -457.6938239 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -458.1071502 Hartree MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ //B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -458.2381285 Hartree 
B3lYP/6-31+G* energy: -763.870157 Hartree Zero-point vibrational energy: 0.287434 Hartree Thermal correction to Gibbs free energy: 0.234299 Hartree B3lYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -764.1693078 Hartree B3lYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* energy: -764.370761 Hartree
INT-d in Figure 5:
Standard orientation: Standard orientation: 
PC-d in Figure 5:
RC-e in Figure 6:
TS-e in Figure 6:
Standard orientation: Table S1 . Calculated Gibbs free energy barriers (in kcal/mol) for various reaction pathways of the hydrolysis of urea and Me 4 U in both the gas phase and aqueous solution at 298.15 K. Uncertain 32.9 a All energy calculations were performed by using the geometries optimized in the gas phase at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level. The obtained free energy barriers were based on the single-point energy calculations at various levels, plus the zero-point vibration and thermal corrections calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level and the solvent shifts calculated at the S30 HF/6-31+G* level (using the default 0.001 a.u. contour). Values given in the parentheses are the Gibbs free energy barriers calculated in the gas phase. b The best estimate was the extrapolated MP2/CBS value plus the shift from the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ value to the corresponding CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ value. 
.765813 --------------------------------------------------------------
